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PSA Refuses
Support to
Finnish Drive

%
Of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, February 16, 1940
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>8hS
'' aS the old dodge goes, faL
th„
iiiarity breeds contempt, there
„ eoing 40 be Plenty °f people
nund here this semester just
.-.mine over with brotherly
brl„
, ' 7
and mutual admiration, be
muse they won't even get a
ibi?')- of ^ CLnee to know each other.
Tho . '1 hi ^ Out of a Possible 1650> approxi1 "&U
""«S< ately 750 local inmates. not
1,1 • by the prospect of becom
inchn S
*ith
contemptible, "plunked" for
hls l!S lug
In
I student body card for the
n,vlt,f^ th Wv°t 'Boring semester. Think of it, a
•Int. ..
w0 sturdy 45 Per cent of the total
tb«n
al)y
'itfollment in the Stockton Junior College and C.O.P. actually
P
h»t
^ •„ined the Pacific Student Asso
ciation! This figure was below
eVfn the estimate of the prover
bial rain-maker, Mr. Ritter. And
)hat> brethren, is scraping bot
^ t0 tk
tom.
Lacking the necessai-y support
0f the Stockton Board of Education in helping to tighten the
loop-holes on Jaysee students, the
pg4 has two alternatives in the
dire struggle for sustenance: (1)
cut the spring semester student
"'"a uii,4'",body fee to $7.50 or (2) offer
'nd.
' Pan pore activities for the $10 card.
If constructive steps are not
.fi"*; htaken along one or the other of
tlljjesc lines within the next year
S'"'«
-,ub that"pt)'Ile by a rejuvenated Ex. Committee,
11 and if the Administration bigdevelopin

53? ,f J?

<ZZ

vi. won th

nig5 don,t

begin t0 play bal1 with

haw (he psA—why, they just ain't
Qaji
, oms*'lJr>'lnS s mnna be no joint student body
the ,-eluv 8,1 come September, 1941.
Inthe meanwhile, you 900 "unBerkelo
Py|_
l
touchables"
outside the pale, have
T
*N8HJ
good time here. We hope you
" Vhor*k-Guy u don't find it too dull.
,H*l«nrl. and fl®
1 "»w notion «
lormhlp ,quia Having been a member of the
won. I.lgjotth, Pacific Co-operative since its in
'n»m his fonW(. ception in 1937, this columnist
gradually reached the con
' forward to nju
e vacancy. The viction that the only way any
K player li i,lr group can make real, lasting
"rtx-s, « Saci jtogress is through the combined
College t ramie ifforts of each individual unit of
jthat group. The standard cartoon
ibol of the whole co-operatitve
ement is the old gag about
»t Tour Haircut i
two mules pulling against
Campus Bai ich other until they finally dis• Shop i«_ o*iri| over that they are both after the
same thing (in this case, hay)
a Torn snjand then decide to eat the two
liles together. That cartoon
:ms to have a solid application
n the Strange Case of the PSA
aid the Dwindling Membership.
In this case the two mules are
he respective Administrations of
..heCollege of the Pacific and the
/! Stockton Junior College. The hay
in either side is—you guessed It
"the Pacific Student Association.
At present the pair of hybrids
re pulling against each other so
iard that the rope is twanging
":e a guitar on Amateur Night
Waikiki Beach. First one gets
nibble of the stack of hay he is
lulling toward, then the other
caches "the gravy trail." It is
afe to say, however, that the
'ilo the C.O.P. burro is working
® is a bit the lower of the two.
9 But, in both instances the redt is the same—no wins, one
jt, and one defeat—the loser all
le way around being the Pacific
»r's Al*ay« 'udent Association.
The Administration of the ColHave
of the Pacific has been par,|f Bargain! icularly successful in the last
'ear in taking generous nibbles
I the P. s. Hay. Then, too, occaionally the nibble turns Into a
|te> as witness the high-handed
^continuation of the Thursday
'ening dances.
The J. c. Moguls (Stockton
fd of Education) have not
n averse to snapping at the
ue of life. They could have
'Pad the PSA in the battle for
'^nbers, but failed to do so.
The solution, of course, lies in
'operation—in getting the two
hy mules to realize that they
lve a MUTUAL source of life—
le P- S. Hay—and that only by
orhing together can they keep
|eir bellies well lined. To us, it
a question of the two
•J ouPs co-operating before the
x-"'% ready - diminished hay blows
For, once the hay goes,
1 a4 will become of
the two
'Ules ?
The PSA is absolutely essen*<> both C.O.P. and Stockton
"• as long as they inhabit the
P
campus. If the mules can't
fl* out their own salvation and
j®st upon taking their temper
°n the hay, perhaps it is time
r 'Bat. miracle of miracles—the
story of the inani0* ^Possible"
e hay regaining life, planting
<
^ seeds in the field of destiny,
'"Ashing independently of the
0 malcontents, and furnishing
•bore equitable sustenance to
*n.
hi"'
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j*'8 a wise mule that knows
"d respects) his own fodder.
T°r the first time in 25 years,
'°n College this fall had an
efeated football team.

"Tag Day" Affairs Group Ex Committee Will
Views "Grapes

Will Aid
Chinese

S.C.A. Sets Goal of
Fifty Dollars for Drive;
Salesmen Listed
Fifty dollars which will give
entire support to five Chinese
students for one year is the goal
of the Pacific Student Christian
Association three-day "tag day"
drive on behalf of the Far East
ern Student Service Fund.
WHAT TAGS DO
Students who buy only one tag
will be giving some Chinese boy
or girl shelter for two weeks.
Two tags will buy meals for one
week and a half; while ten tags
mean medical care for six stu
dents, for one year.
The "tag day" will start Mon
day, February 19, and will run
to Wednesday, February 21, with
the climax of a "tag day" dance
Wednesday night from 9 to 12 in
the new Anderson Hall. A tag is
the admission and tags will be
sold at the doer.
Sam Takagishi is in charge of
the fiance. The Cosmopolitan
Club will provide the intermis
sion entertainment.
TAG SALESMEN
Student salesmen are Florence
Newberry, Dick Smith, Perry
Cullers, Howard Staples, Ida
Bush, Pat Dunlap, Bob Stark,
Evajean Brenner, Betty Dixon,
Alice Hall, Lorraine Crittick,
Catherine DeLacy, Fern Herman
and Charles Mokaio.
Members of the drive commit
tee will also sell tags. They are
Jane Jordan, Bonnie Smith, Tre
vor Griffiths, Jackie Ong, Sam
Takagishi, Jack Churchill and
Lillian Simonsen.
A meeting of all salesmen will
be held this evening at 4:15 in
the S.C.A. building. Miss Margret Campbell, adviser, urges all
to come as tags will be distrib
uted.
One hundred dollars was col
lected at the speech by T. Z. Koo,
famed Chinese statesman, Janu
ary 21.

of Wrath"
Migratory Problems
Under Discussion
"It's full of lies!" "It's true!"
Have you ever wondered about
"Grapes of Wrath?" Here is the
opportunity for Pacific students
to learn about the background of
"Grapes of Wrath," which will
be showing in movie form in
Stockton starting March 1.

MIGRANT PROBLEM
Tuesday, February 20, at 3:20,
the Public Affairs Group of the
S.C.A. will meet for the first of
a series of four meetings con
cerning migratory workers. This
first meeting is a trip to the mi
gratory labor camp at Thornton,
which was established by the
Federal Securities Administra
tion. There will be a charge for
transportation amounting to fif
teen cents, and all who are inter
ested in going are asked to sign
up on the S.C.A. bulletin board.

PROGRAM
February 27, at the second
meeting, Mr. Kenneth H. Durand,
of the Agricultural Office of San
Joaquin County, will give a talk,
his topic being, "Agricultural La
bor in San Joaquin County."
The following week, March 5, a
talk will be given by Mr. Harold
Angier of Lodi, president of the
San Joaquin County Associated
Farmers.
The final meeting of this series,
held on March 12, will be a dis
cussion of the findings of the
group and possible remedies for
the problem of migratory labor.
Bill Rothschild, chairman of
the group, invites all interested
students to attend these meetings.

DIRECTOR

ENROLLMENT
SWELLED
Total registration figures
for the Junior College num
bered 1377 at the final
count of Tuesday night,
February thirteenth. Com
pared with February four
teenth of last year, when
the enrollment numbered
1193, this figure for the
spring semester this year
shows a considerable in
crease.

Not Aid Drive

Endorsement Officially Refused;
Faculty Promise 'No Pressure'
The PACIFIC WEEKLY printed last week the text of a letter
from ex-President Herbert Hoover to Dr. Tully C. Knoles, presi
dent of the College of the Pacific, asking aid in the Finnish Re
lief Fund Drive. Editorial comment in the WEEKLY and discus
sion in the student body led to the action of the PSA Executive
Committee in refusing official endorsement of the drive. See the
second editorial for the editor's comment.
By ALICE RUDEBAUGH
Feature Editor
"Acting officially as the PSA Executive Committee, we will not
endorse a Finnish Relief Fund drive on the campus." This was
the unanimous decision made by the Executive Committee at
its meeting last Wednesday evening.
"We do not want to take official action on either side of this
controversial
question,
and
thereby influence the student
body," the committee said. "We
feel it is entirely an individual
matter, and it should be left to
the student to decide what he
wishes to do."

DRIVE HEAD

NO HIGH PRESSURE
As yet the faculty committee,
headed by Dr. G. A. Werner, has
not outlined a method of gain
ing funds for the drive. How
ever, Dr. Werner wishes to as
sure the students that there will
be no high pressure solicitations
for funds. All contributions will
be optional on the part of the
individual. The committee would
greatly appreciate suggestions
for procedure. There has been
some discussion on plans for a
faculty play.
As plans now stand, It will be
up to the students who feel they
would like to aid this cause to
see the faculty committee and
perhaps organize a volunteer
student committee.
ARGUMENTS LISTED—
PRO AND CON
There are arguments both for
and against student cooperation
in Finnish Relief. Speaking in
favor of it, Finland has the best
credit reputation in the world;
their people are noted as good
sports; and we admire the ef
forts they have put forth to not
only secure and maintain a poiifical democracy, hut also an
economic democracy.
Herbert
Hoover believes that "America
should make some sacrifices for
the brave Finns who are mak
ing an heroic stand against the
forces of primitive savagery."
Arguments against it are
strong, too. It is said that by
aiding the Finns, we lose our
neutrality; that we should not
give aid to one and not to an
other. Some claim Russia is not
the only guilty one; that Fin
land is not spotless. Try giving
relief at home first, some argue.

ORVELL FLETCHER is direc
tor of the current Studio Thea
tre presentation, "Martine." This
play represents France in the
"Nine Nations" series.
STANFORD, TOO
Photo by Woodruff
In fact, feeling was so strong
at Stanford against aiding only
one nation, that a World Wide
Relief Fund was started. If
students wish to do something
of the same thing here, it is en
tirely up to them. Dr. Werner
is in "thorough sympathy with
enlarging the drive," if it is de
sired.
It was in response to a re
Stage of "Martine" Resembles Prize-Fight
quest from Dr. Aurelia Henry
Reinhardt, president of Mills
Ring—No Props, No Nothing
College and chairman of the
California University and Col
By BUFORD BUSH
lege Division of the Finnish Re
Truthfully—an actor just doesn't know which way to look lief Fund that President Knoles
anymore. Like the "man without a country," It's reached the appointed Dr. Werner chairman
of a committee for local campus
point of a "cast without a back stage."
Bewildering as it appears—that "Martine," the Jean Jaques action. Miss Grace Cornog was
secretary,
and
Dr.
Bernard production, played last night and appears in concluding elected
Charles Norman, treasurer.
performances this and tomorrow*
evening in the New Anderson ing makes the stage resemble a
Hall auditorium at 8:00 p. m.
boxing ring minus posts and
ropes—which should be there ac
FLETCHER DIRECTS
Presented as a remote control cording to audience murmurs.
project of the Studio Theatre Sort of restraining influence for
and fifth in the series of "Nine a production seemingly fugitive
Plays
from
Nine
Nations," from the lockup.
There is no scenery either, as
"Martine," as the French play,
is under the direction of Orvell the "behind the goal post seat
A sport dance in the inter-racial
ing arrangement" is frowned
Fletcher.
theme will climax the Student
upon.
Furniture,
if
any,
can't
Publicity says that it's "drama
Christian Association's observ
in your lap"—as to being differ include high chairs. Imagine an
ance of the nation-wide Religious
actor
fully
exposed
to
the
north
ent—that's an unquestioned fact.
and Racial Understanding Week,
Adapted to the "drawing room and east but only a bust to the
February 12-22.
south
and
a
pair
of
legs
to
the
drama" style of presentation in
west.
Just
speculating
...
in
RESULT
OF DANCE
vogue in France and England
The proceeds of the dance will
during the seventeenth and eigh a davenport scene which audi
teenth centuries, "Martine" is ence gets the heart throb view? go to the Far Eastern Student
Pacific's first experiment in this Or are love sequences handled Service Fund for the relief of
field. It's slightly something or on a foot stool and revolving Chinese students who have been
other with emphasis on differ stage? It's the rule—all furni forced to migrate thousands of
ture must be designed low to
miles inland because of the war,
ent.
Twenty-five cents is a small avoid obstructing the view of and are carrying on their studies
price to pay to watch the antic- the literally surrounding audi in the face of great privation.
technique of an actor in a gold ence.
Jackie Ong and Elsie Singleton
fish bowl stage completely en ALONE, HA!
are
arranging the program. They
As an actor you certainly
closed by audience. That's it—
throw yourself from your sur expect to be assisted by Blossom
the actors perform in the center
roundings. It's a good man who Ah Tye, Freddie Rogers and
of the room, with the audience
can say, "Alone at last. Not a Charles Mokiao.
on all four sides.
soul in miles." Ignoring peo QUESTIONNAIRE
JUST PLAIN QUEER
To find what students on this
ple is all important, especially
Peculiarities of this Theatre when one works practically in campus think about racial dis
which has developed from the the laps of the first row. It crimination was the object of the
experimental stage to a unique calls for the maximum in na questionpaire passed out Wednes
playhouse of its own at the Uni turalness of
movement and day morning under the auspices
versity of
Washington?
It speech—and beauty isn't gained of the Cosmopolitan Club of the
doesn't have any! It is! For with grease paint either. You Student Christian Association.
instance, the scene ends—no cur are or you aren't. No camou Results have not yet been tabu
tains to black out the house flage in the circus ring stage.
lated ,but the club hopes that the
while the cast sneaks off under
Throw your voice to the last information received will be of
cover of darkness. To open the row? Which direction?
great value in determining its
scene just reverse the sneaking. MORE PROBLEMS
policy in furthering the cause of
The audience loves it. Other
Face the audience! But how equal opportunities and partici
lights? No footlights and no (Continued on page, 2, column 6) pation of minority groups.
spotlights—and the stage light

Studio Actors in Dilemma
as Dizzy Drama Develops

Racial Biases
Aired by
S. C. A.

DR. G. A. WERNER, head of
the division of Social Sciences of
Stockton Juniqr College, heads
the Pacific drive for Finnish re
lief. The local drive received a
severe setback Wednesday night
when the Executive Committee
of the P.S.A. adopted a hands-off
policy towards the Finnish Relief
question.

Hilarious
Musical
Presented
Box-Office Opens Monday
for "Step 'n' High"

DEBATERS
GREET
RIVALS
One Hundred Speakers
Meet on Campus
for Two-Day Session
This week-end will be a good
time to hear that debate that
you've always wanted to hear, for
over forty debate teams are hop
ping to it on our campus. The
teams represent the best in lower
division competition in California,
Nevada and Utah.
REPRESENTATION
Roughly, one hundred speakers
are on the campus, representing
the following institutions: Utah
Aggies, L. A. City College, Bakersfield J. C., San Jose State,
Pasadena College, Cal Tech, Uni
versity of Nevada, Weber J. C.,
Utah, S. F. J. C., Santa Rosa J. C.,
University of Redlands, Reedley
J. C., Chico State, Salinas J. C.,
Dixie J. C., Utah, and Stockton
J. C.
Ample opportunity is given for
hearing varied speaking forms,
with debate extemp, oratory, and
Town Meeting discussion, all at
tracting numerous entrants.
LOCAL TALENT
A list of local speakers to fol
low through the tournament in
cludes Allen Breed, Claude Hogan, Joe Kegler, Caswell Stockard, George Kapel, Wayne Ev
erett, John Sayers, Tomotsu Shibutani, and Paul Leonard, in the
men's division, and Lois Archi
bald, Eloise Smith, Leslie Knoles,
Betty Howden, and Gladys Hotchkiss in the women's division.
Specific time and place assign
ments are posted in downstairs
Anderson Hall a short while be
fore each event. If local students
wish to attend some of the con
tests, they are requested by the
speech department to consult
these lists in accordance with the
following general schedule:
TORUNEY SCHEDULE
Oratory semi-finals will be held
this morning at 8:45, with the
finals scheduled for 2:30 o'clock
this afternoon. Extempore trials
will be held this morning at 9:45,
semi-finals at 3:45, and finals to
morrow at 2:30. Town meeting
comes today at 11 and 1:30, to
morrow at 8:45 and 11. Debates
today are held at 5, 7:30 and 8:45;
tomorrow they wind up at 3:45
and 5 o'clock.
The tournament is under the
direction of Prof. E. S. Betz. The
College of the Pacific, is, as usual,
the host to the annual juniorcollege tournament, which is now
in its fourth year.

Musical comedy fans will have
their fun two weeks from now
when "Step 'n' High" opens in Pa
cific Auditorium. The new Harold
Rogers show is the only studentwritten production of the Little
"The Life and Loves of Bee
Theater season and promises to
thoven,"
a French film with Eng
be one of the most interesting.
lish subtitles, is being brought to
PLOT OF PLAY
the Sierra Theater Saturday,
Margaret George and Lucian February 24, at 9:45 a. m., by the
Scott are featured in the leading French Department of the Col
lege of Pacific and Stockton Jun
roles of Step and High, an oldior College.
time vaudeville team. To cele
This movie will be of special
brate their opening in a new interest to music students and
show, they throw a party in their music lovers for it is here that
Manhattan apartment. From here we hear the "Moonlight Sonata,"
on out it is every man for him "A Flat Major Sonata, Opus 26,"
self, for the party lasts three and the "Ninth Symphony" play
days, and from advance reports, ed by the orchestra of the Paris
everything possible happens.
Conservatory of Music.
The Fifty-Fifth Street Play
SUPPORTING CAST
house of New York City has an
Supporting the stars are Dick nounced that this film has set the
Briggs, Ruth Crane, Max Gobel, home attendance record since
Gail Scheere, Charles Woods and 1929.
Charlotte Smith, all of them vet
Tickets to "The Life and Loves
erans of the musical, "Hi Spirits," of Beethoven" may be sebured
presented last year.
from the French Department of
"Step 'n' High" will be given the College of Pacific or at the
five performances starting Feb Sierra Theater at the time of the
ruary 29. The remaining perform performance. Admission is forty
ances follow on March 1 and 2, cents.
and March 8 and 9. The boxoffice
opens a week from Monday for
tickets and reservations.

French Film
Coming

WHAT IS THE
PLACE OF
THE PSA?
Should the College of Pa
cific have a graduate foot
ball manager?
Would it
bring greater satisfaction to
the student body as a whole
if students were to handle
student body funds them
selves? How can conditions
be fully ameliorated be
tween the College of Pacific
and the Stockton Junior Col
lege? Where does the PSA
come in?
Such were some of the
weighty problems that con
fronted members of the Ex
ecutive
Committee
when
they met last Wednesday.
With Student Body Presi
dent Ernie Atkinson presid
ing ovei' the meeting and
rapping his gavel frequently
for order, members of the
committee entered into dis
cussion of the many debat
able questions which arose.

Coeds Turn to
Carpentering,
Weaker Sex?

No. 19

Oregon "Mists
Varsity Squad

jj

Linfield Tourney Calls Debaters;
Three Local Teams Enter
The debate squad's first trip of the current season will start
next Tuesday. Linfield College in McKinnville, Oregon, will be
the destination, of the local forensiceers.
Debate director Robert Clark will accompany the squad of six
members, two men's and one woman's teams. The feminine
^entrants will be Lois Archibald

COLLEAGUES

(and Gladys Bartholomew, while
the "boys" will be the varsity
four, Carl Fuller, John Fannucci, Martin Pulich, and Bill Biddick.
DEBATE DOUBLES
The Linfield tournament is
the first meet in which Archi
bald and Bartholomew have
been teamed. Bartholomew Is a
fourth year veteran, with nu
merous places and no cups,
while Archibald Is an experi
enced "sophomore spieler. The
men's pairings will as usual be
Fannucci and Fuller, Pulich and
Biddick. The debate topic is the
customary isolation—cash and
carry proposition.
Extemporaneous speaking will
attract three entrants, Gladys
Bartholomew, Lois Archibald,
and Bill Biddick. The extemp
topic will be "The Relief Prob
lem." All three entrants have
had extensive experience in this
event.

JOHN FANUCCHI and CARL
FULLER will represent senior
men's division at the annual de
bate tournament held at Lin
field College in McMinnville, Ore
gon next week. The trip will be
the first one to Linfield for the
local squad in two years.

Farey Directs
Mystery
Plays
Pacific Enlarges and
Extends Radio Work
Under John Crabbe
Two of the College of the Pa
cific's radio programs are now
reaching the ears of listeners far
afield from only the local trans
mitting power of Stockton's
KWG, due to their presentation
through the California Radio
System.
ENLARGED NETWORK
"The World Today" and
"Smooth Stylizations" are the
two going over the just recently
increased number of stations on
the California Radio System. This
system now includes KFBK, Sac
ramento; KWG, Stockton; KSAM,
San Francisco; KMJ, Fresno;
K E R N , Bakersfield; K F W B ,
Hollywood; KFOX, Long Beach;
KTMS, Santa Barbara, and KSFD,
San Diego.

INDIVIDUAL SPEAKERS
PSA oratory entrants will be
Carl Fuller and John Fannucci.
Fuller's oration is entitled "The
War Between the States"; Fannucci's, "Blueprints of Paradise."
Other Pacific entrants will be
Martin Pulich in impromptu
speaking with the general topic
assignment of "Current Editori
als," and Bill Biddick in afterdinner-speaking with the general
subject of "Glittering Jitter
bugs."
The Linfield tournament has
traditionally marked one of the
PSA debate squad's annual
spring highlights. Last year the
trip was not made because of
lack of funds and numerous
tournaments. In 1938, however,
the two Pacific teams of Louis
Sandine and Erwin Farley, and
Martin Pulich and Gregg Phifer
placed well up in the rankings,
both teams going into the final
rounds.

Red Cross Campus
Drive Finishes
Successfully
The local Red Cross Adminis
tration reports a total contribu
tion of over $85 fr.om College
of the Pacific and the Stockton
Junior College faculty and stu
dents.
On February 5, the day set
aside throughout the country for
Red Cross Roll Call, the faculty
of S.J.C. and C.O.P. cooperated
in the national movement by
giving to the Red Cross. Be
cause classes were not in ses
sion on February 5, the student
Red Cross drive was postponed
until February 9.
These drives were under the
supervision of Professor C. E.
Corbln and Professor Robert Fenix. PSA Vice-President Jane
Jordan was in charge of the
student drive.

RADIO HEAD

SHORT PLAYS
On Wednesday, February 22,
the Campus Studio takes the air
with a new series of programs en
titled "Can Such Things Be," writ
ten by Ambrose Bierce and adapt
ed ana produced by Arthur Farey.
This series has been presented
before in the studio, but this is
the first time this year that the
radio audience may hear these
short plays.
Every Wednesday evening over
Station KWG at 9:15, one 15-min
ute play will be presented with
the characters being portrayed by
students in Mr. Farey's radio
JOHN CRABBE, director of
workshop class.
Pacific's Campus Studio, has
o
done much this semester towards
University of Vermont has a an enlarged and farther-extended
special student ski patrol to su schedule. Several new programs
pervise the running of ski races have been added and others will
and to aid injured skiers.
appear on a larger network.

At last the roof of the S.C.A.
cabin at Hogan Dam has been
completed! With the help of a
half-dozen feminine carpenters
last week-end, the cabin now is
slowly but surely nearing com
pletion.
Those who hammered and
sawed, and otherwise donated
their services for the good of the
Student Christian Association,
and incidentally for a day of fun
for themselves, wex-e Alice Hall,
Grant Colliver, Veryl Gait, Doug
Powell, Herb Rfiodes, Mae Weigart, Dick Ulrey, Bill Villaruz,
Jean McBride, Miriam Spuller,
Folloiving is the complete list of radio programs scheduled up
Margret Campbell, A. C. Ger- till the. present for release by the Campus Studio of the College
ould and Dr. Allen Waldo.

CAMPUS STUDIO LISTS
PROGRAM OFFERINGS

of the Pacific through the facilities of radio station KWG. The
director of the Campus Studio is Professor John Crabbe, who is
assisted by Prof. Arthur Farey. Additional listings may be an
Stanford Debate
Wayne Everett and George nounced during the semester through the columns of the PACIFIC
Kapel met a Stanford Frosh de WEEKLY• as they are scheduled by Director Crabbe.
bate team at Palo Alto last
Wednesday. Gregg Phifer and
Martin Pulich debated the sub
ject of Pacifism before the Stan
ford Luncheon Club the same
day.

Time J Op. Announcer
Date
Title
Monday
11:00 ' Fannuchi Farqy Smooth Stylizations
Monday
11:15 Fannuchi Crabbe The World Today
Tuesday
5:00 Spindt
Miller j Beside The Bookshelf
Wednesday 9:15 Miller Fannuchi Radio Stage
Thursday
5:30 Gavey
Randell 1 Pacific Symposium

Length
15
15

15

15

30
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W,^R^prln"d^from

TIGER
RAG

EDITORIAL

Do not complain ot one another, brothers, or you

FEATURE
• Crippled

th^Amencan Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

The editors welcome contribu
tions to the Tiger Rag column
from any member of the PSA.
Letters must be signed, Jkough
names will not be printed if the
writer does not wish it. The
PACIFIC WEEKLY reserves the
right to limit the size of indi
vidual letters in accord with the
space limitations of the particu
lar issue involved.

Slipping with depressing consistency during the
past few years has been the membership roll of the
. acific Student Association. That period represents
the years since the Stockton Board of Education saw
fit to make membership in the student body organ
ization voluntary for Junior College students.
Hippie' Is Pride of
The above factual statement is apparent; there s
Blind J. C. Student
nothing original about it. It indicates a trend dan
IRRITATING
If the Administration thinks
gerous to the continued existence of one of the most
By JERROLD WALKER
"I think Tippie's a little rattle that it is going to breed a love of
remarkable educational experiments in the United
brained—they try to suit your religious subjects and of the Bible
S t a t e s _ a public Junior College and a private Senior
dog to your own personality,"" by making it compulsory for stu
l a u g h i n g l y c o m m e n t e d J u n e dents to take that course, it is
College occupying the same facilities. If studentThorpe, blind student in Stock
sadly mistaken. I come from a
body separation climaxes falling student-body mem
ton Junior College, as her seeingfamily
in which there was prac
eye
dog
pranced
over
the
wet
bership, not only will activities of both institutions
compulsory
religious
lawn to place her muddy paws tically
receive a severe'setback, but also the experiment as
upon the girl's lap and press a training because my father was
a whole will be endangered. Certainly this perplex
cold nose against her face.
a minister, and I can truthfully
Every day at noon June and say that that training did more
ing problem should enlist the sympathetic interest
Tippie may be seen behind Wom to breed a dislike for religious
en's Hall—June sitting on the work than anything else I can
of both Colleges, as well as the study and action
grass in the sun and Tippie dash think of. To be compelled to go
of the PSA Executive Committee.
ing across the lawn letting off into that field again after grow
\s a starter, let's ask ourselves—What is the part
steam pent up during June's ing out of the stage in which
we obey our parents' every wish
morning classes.
the Pacific Student Association must play in answer
is somewhat of an insult. Such
DOG
CUT-UP
ing this perplexing problem?
"I'm trying to make her calm training should be left up to the
It seems self-evident to us that at present the
down so she'll be still in class," individual. If he feels he should
explains June. "The little devil, study the Bible then he has the
student-body card is not returning to its purchasers
she's always howling or doing opportunity to do so, but there
tangible value equal to the price. Irue, intangi e
is already a large field in that
some sort of wild dance!"
benefits galore can be listed. But students, particu
June has had Tippie for five work with the S.C.A., Chapel
larly freshmen and sophomores, are inclined to ig
months, having gone to Morris- every Tuesday, and the variety
town, N. J., to get the dog. Tippie, of courses offered.
nore that part of the picture
If such a course is being of
a German shepherd, was the
Therefore, we believe that some official PSA
youngest dog in the training fered because "in ever-increas
action along price-cutting lines is essential. As one
school; she will be two years old ing numbers students are stay
ing away from voluntary cours
this March.
concrete suggestion, how about cutting the secondes in Bible study," then the
GREAT VALUE
semester price to $7.50, keeping the first-semester
wrong step is being taken. It
"Tippie's been a great help to
should be obvious by that fact
card at $10, and perhaps offering a
me," says June. "I don't know alone that the students don't
how I ever got along without want such a course or don't feel
membership at $15.*'
no a
her. With Tippie's help I can go the need of it. By compelling
Another potential stimulator for the PSA card
all over town by myself.
sale is something tangible (besides the innocuous
them to go, the Administration
JUNE THORPE and TIPPIE, her secingeye dog, have at
"After I've been in a certain only irritates that growing feel
tracted
much
attention
among
students
and
faculty
on
the
Pa
receipt) which the purchaser may receive at regis
store several times, Tipple re ing against the subject. Reli
tration. Since this is particularly necessary for the cific campus this semester. June has only the highest. praise members the place and stops in gious study should be a free
front of it whenever we pass.
incoming frosh, perhaps part of the answer lies in for Tipple.
Photo by Bastian Then if I want to go in all I have thing which is sought through
a desire by the individual, it
preparing enough PSA Handbooks to go around in
Courtesy Stockton Independent to do is to say 'right' or 'left' and
should not be crammed down
the spring semester. Maybe the PSA should go so
turn in the direction of the store." students' throats in the same
far as to give away to its new members the dink all
The number of directions a see- manner that other dull required
ing-eye dog will understand are courses are. That's no way to
freshmen are required to wear; it might be well

BLIND STUDENT, DOG

DOG LEADS
GIRL ON
CAMPUS

in the mood

So much for potential action by the PSA. In suc
By the Super Sleuth
ceeding editorials we will discuss the part the Stock
ton Junior College and the College of the Pacific
Any similarity of persons mentioned in this column to persons
must play if the Pacific Student Association (whose
on the campus either living or dead is purely coincidental. (That's
activities' publicize the names and attract the stu what you think.)
dents of both institutions) is not to find its final
The second week of a new semester comes to a close as the
resting place in the proverbial ash can.

Rejection
Not to be wondered at, and far from worthy of
harsh criticism such as that levied against American
Youth Congress resolutions by President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, was the action of the PSA Executive
Committee in rejecting the invitation of the faculty
committee to participate officially in the Finnish
Relief Drive.
We're rather inclined to feel that you—or the
Stockton Record—or Dr. Tully C. Knoles—or Roose
velt—would have a pretty slim chance of finding a
communist, or anything close to it, on the Executive
Committee. It seems apparent to us that their ac
tion was dictated neither by love for Soviet Russia
nor by antagonism toward Finland.
On the other hand, the student-body Executive
Committee evidently agrees with the editor that exPresident Herbert Hoover is beating the tom-tom
too loudly for the safety of American neutrality
And the present generation of students is determined
that no American A.E.F. shall leave our shores,
whether for France, Finland, Japan, or elsewhere.
President Roosevelt hastened to attack the idea
that we might ever fight Soviet Russia, labeling it
"absurd." Perhaps, only perhaps, the idea was a
little too hot for comfort.. If we tie ourselves psy
chologically and economically to Finland, what then
when the Mannerheim line falls? (It seems to be
bending today.) Will we be able to withhold mill
tary support? How long?

Martine
Certainly interesting as a theatrical experiment
of the first water is the play produced in the new
Anderson Hall this weekend by Orvell Fletcher.
"Martine," the French contribution to the Studio
Theatre's "Nine Plays from Nine Nations" series,
should attract the support of all theatrically-minded
students and townspeople.
So—if you have the time (you certainly have the
price, it's only twenty-five cents)—drop around to
the new S.C.A. headquarters tonight or tomorrow
at 8:00 and view the spectacular,, "right-in-your-lap"
drama, "Martine."

Guest
(Guest editorial thought this week is contributed
by Galen M. Harvey, who this semester leaves the
Stockton Junior College" for San Francisco State
College.)
Nobody ever makes a mistake who never does
anything. The most anyone can say is "No." Do all
you can and more, and expect nothing except some
degree of happiness. College life is only what we
make it. You can live a full life or a meager one. A
full life is an abundant one. Take your criticisms for
what they're worth and think well of everyone you
can.

campus gradually awakens to the touch of SPRING! Bava starts
to guard the camelias, and young men's loves turn fancy. Best
indication of a new lease on life round school is the crowding
of the girl's dorm lobby every night and the general confusion
at 10:01 p. m. when veteran*———
lobbyists find it useless to argue
with Queenie and decide to visit
Sorority Circle for a while. Hon
orable mention to incoming fresh
man girls goes to Georgina Wood
(cousin to Jimmie and just as
lovely), Ellen Jane Harrington,
By MARY JEANNE McKAY
and Juanita (Pride of Rhizomia).
NSFA President
Due to an apparent lack of new
freshman boys, the girls who are
Students will be glad to know
enjoying Sophomore Slump will
have small opportunity for cradle that the United Student Peace
Committee is planning to hold its
robbing this semester.
NO DANCES?
regular April peace action. The
No more Thursday night organization is back on its feet
dances? From the lack of S. B.
support during the fall term it again and working earnestly to
looks like the weekly jigs will get under way with the cam
hardly be missed. What's wrong paign. Local campuses should be
with a college that won't even
turn out for its own dances . . . gin to make plans for an extern
Is Pacific losing her old campus sive educational campaign prior
spirit, or has she already lost It? to the meeting.
theme songs
With spring not far away,
Faithful Forever
Bev Wright
! young men's fancies will begin to
. . Bob Bastian
Goody Goodbye .. Vivian Manary turn to thoughts of love, the warHerb Kitto
makers will begin to plan the
Stop . . It's Wonderful . . Phylis new offenses, and the politicians
Stabler . . Johnny Singleton.
will begin to think of elections.
CHIT CHAT
We recommend Carter's Little On the campus one of the most
Liver Pills to Dick Stebbins to interesting experiments that can
pick him up these days. Dick's
been looking poorly lately . . . be tried in this connection is the
one of Proportional Representa
could it be a lack of Wood?
tion.
Although relatively few col
Short Story
leges as yet are using P. R., those
that have tried it are staunch
Contest
supporters. Much discussion
evolved around this topic at the
Announced
last NSFA Congress and dele
A prize of five dollars will be gates came away convinced that
awarded to the winner of a it was a means of increasing not
short story contest sponsored by only campus democracy, but also
Scroll and Stylus for the Stock of increasing student participa
ton Junior College and College tion and interest in college citi
of Pacific.
zenship.
To enter the contest, students
The problem of unemployment,
must belong to the PSA and as it affects young women, has
must hand the story in by been receiving increased atten
March 15.
The contribution tion. Recently the National Youth
must be from six hundred to Administration held a conference
two thousand words in length. to discuss ways and means of
The prize winner will be an
nounced April 9 when MSS, the finding new channels for job op
literary magazine published by portunities for our feminine pop
ulation. Of particular interest was
Scroll and Stylus, comes out.
Other contributions suitable the comment of some educators
for the magazine may be sub concerning college women. Their
mitted by students. Editor of opinion seemed to be that the col
Manuscripts this year is Inge- lege woman should exert the ut
most effort to perfect her inter
borg van Loben Sels.
ests and qualifications so that
o
she might go on to the more
skilled professional work rather
Wanted—Unused
than dropping, down, into the
Baseball Field
brackets of employment where
The San Jose Spartan baseball college degrees and training are
team is searching for an unused not necessary.
o
diamond. That is the predicament
of Coach McPherson and his
charges.
No, the Spartan field has not
Aline Durst began her teaching
been stolen by an unorthodox career last Monday when she
pickpocket. It's closed for re started as an elementary teacher
pairs. The installation of a new in a Yuha school. Miss Durst ma
sprinkler system necessitated the jored in education while at Pa
tearing up of the turf.
cific.

N. S. F. A.
NOTES

Secures Position

naturally limited. Tippie knows
what "right," "left," and "for
ward" mean. "Hop up" means
"faster."
JUNE'S VIEWS
June's home is in Stockton, but
she attended the blind school in
Berkeley through junior high
school, then attended University
High in Oakland.
"Everyone here (at C.O.P.) has
been perfectly swell to me—fac
ulty and students both," says
June. "I do wish, though, that
people wouldn't call Tippie when
I'm trying to direct her."
Majoring in German, June
plans to be an elementary teacher
in a blind school or a private
school. She accomplishes her col
lege work through having other
students in her classes read aloud
to her.
o

DANCE DRAMA
WILL START
APRIL I
Stockton's third annual drama
festival, to be held the week of
April 1 in the El Dorado gram
mar school, was planned tenta
tively last Monday evening at a
meeting of the heads of commit
tees, patrons and patronesses,
and other interested persons at
the Gold Rush Inn.
The festival will be under the
direction of the recreation de
partment of the city, rather than
the W. P. A. The plan to have
the entire week of one-act play
presentations in one place was in
augurated this year. This will
avoid production difficulties that
occur when each group presents
their play in a different place.
Richard A. Kelley was named
chairman of an executive com
mittee which will meet at the
Drama Art Studio tonight to com
plete plans for the third festival.
Other members on the commit
tee are Bert Swenson, city recre
ation superintendent; Helen Lussenden and William Hawkins,
council of social agencies; Alden
Smith and David Ritchie, High
School; Albert Lynde, Edward
Esser and R. L. Garreteson, ele
mentary schools; Arthur Farey
and DeMarcus Brown, College of
Pacific; Mrs. J. Stuart Moore,
Mrs. P. B. Gallegos and Mrs!
Richard Kelley, patronesses;
Rabbi J. Arron Levy and the Rev.
Carl Truex, churches; Mrs. B. I.
Van Gilder, social clubs, and Mrs.
Betty Perrin, service clubs,
o-

Youth Temperance
Council Elects
Officers
Willis Fero was elected presi
dent in the February meeting of
the Youth Temperance Council
in the W.C.T.U. Hall. A pot-luck
supper preceded the installation
with Ernestine Goshorn in charge
of the food. Other officers elected
were as follows: Elsie May Sin
gleton, vice-president; Ernestine
Goshorn, secretary; C h a r l e s
Leach, treasurer; Bob Conard
publicity chairman; Louise Jack
son, membership chairman.
A short musical program was
also a part of the meeting.

GET YOUR
PSA CARD
TODAY
Student body cards are be
ing distributed today by the
Executive Committee from
the PSA office, located at
the north end of the hall on
the second floor of the Ad
ministration Building. Students may call for their
cards between nine and
twelve in the morning and
between one and four in the
afternoon.
It is essential that the
pink student body card re
ceipt be presented by the
student, as the official card
he receives in exchange will
bear the same number as
the pink ofie.
Bill
Becker and
Bob
Kientz were appointed by
the Student Body President
Ernie Atkinson to take
charge of distribution. The
members of the Executive
Committee devised the plan
of distribution. In previous
years this job has been
handled by the physical edu
cation office, but they de
clined the responsibility this
semester.
o
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The band rave of the
"
to the fine bunch of
headed by Jimmy Lurf'^
Your Cutter spent f0Ur
hours in front of the
at Sweet's Ballroom in
Monday night, and, ma
and
Lunceford crew is guarant
send even the ickiest
5
Every man in the band^^
""
iS ;
ished performer on his
's'
ment, and the arrangemp 'nstf*
admitted by the best critic
without peer. In addition t'°
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the members of the band m° 1
very fine appearance and
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r
MP*"
turn out some wacky corned
metK>
P planted
that have the bandstand
*
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onners convulsed.
, cosS1
PI
BOSS SHINES
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Lunceford, himself, is
the finest musician in tbj '
because he does the bulk
arranging as well as giVin!V1*
vidual lessons to the fei|0
3""olWhite has
the band in both instrul, '"Uabe' time. Ate
iomc
work and harmony. His techni
in leading the combo is very
Home Economics
to match, for, unlike the
%CedBSundayfl
majority of the name-band
Offers
Auto's car.C
ers, he directs every bit JI«l
mud. bl
music so that he gets the
New Courses
leve _..„c fun.
me
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it was
History of Manners and Cus out the the arrangement.
[r0RGET
toms is a new course being prof
Probably the outstanding
dance tonl
fered this semester in the Home strumentalist in the Luncefa! me
Grove. Cr®^
Economics Department. Miss Cor- aggregation is Trumpet Man 5 Cocoa""1
M evening to C*>
nog, instructor of the course, said Oliver. He's the guy that k
'
and COME!
.
,
that the main idea of the course those unbelievably high notes J0rdan and
is to study the manners and cus the numerous recordings put
toms of today, and then study by this crew. But, don't let th
Officer
how they come to be what they make you think that Oliver's ti New
are.
only outstanding man to watc Betty BarrV was It
night as th<
Advanced Costuming Design is for, because practically ever
another new course being offered other man in the band ds a fe
for the first time this semester. tured soloist.
mher new office i
It was introduced into the cur
fffe as follows: Be
NAME
BANDS
COMING
riculum because of the large
jpr vice-president ,
Anyhow, we're going to hat
number of students who wished
social secretary
sinSr
to continue with clothing design. two name-bands here in the iJ . r e c o r d i n g
«r«t
The Home Economics Club is future, Vincent Lopez plavinir J nochio.
planning to continue its evening the Cocoanut Grove next fie ®ah Cameron first
sec
Uarit Bia'1S '
Jimmy i.uncpf,.
Luncefo Marit
. , Ritehle I
meetings this semester as before. day night and umiiiiy
Ficovi'ch
Guest speakers will be asked to dishing it out at the AuditorJ JJj
come and tell the members about on Saturday, the 24th.
Pat
Railsback,
chaplai
stimulate interest. If the Ad "Home Economics and Busi
The band for the Mardi Qras
ministration wants students to ness," and any other topic of in still to be chosen, but somel . -» Hafele. sergeant-a
L
learn the course, then why terest to the majors in that de is expected to pop any dayran
11
no; +^
doesn't it make that course so partment.
There'll be a heap of new ban
interesting that students want
around this section that will olfi Lovelyl
o
to take it?
a wide variety to choose Ira
A Methodist Minister's Daughter Hawaii Declares
From what your Cutter has gall Exquisite!
ered about the campus, Ray)
Football Profit,
ble seems to be a popular cholc
Engagem<
CUT DOWN
with Jimmy Dorsey also high!
$2,594.19
the list. Who knows, if we gel
REQUIREMENTS
Cups
A financial report of the Uni really good name band for I
Dear Mr. Editor:
I object to the additional re versity of Hawaii shows a Gras, we may get another
quirement for graduation. I do $2,594.19. profit for the past foot mendous spread in "Life." 1
not object to studying the Bible. ball season. A total of more than is, if they can spare the space#
Quite to the contrary, that is one forty thousand dollars was re the bottom half of the last pag
reason I wanted to come to Pa ceived from all sources connected
KEEPS EYES ON
cific, not because I had to take with the game.
A band that will bear a lot
Expenditures
totaling
more
a course of Bible study, but
rather because I could do some than thirty-seven thousand were watching is the Jack Jennt
distributed as follows: Guaran crew, an Eastern band that H
work in that field.
I strenuously object to the tees to visiting teams—$21,281.40; great possibilities. Jenney pit)
JEWELERS
stumbling blocks of the over travel expenses — $6,364.76. The a fine mess of trombone out
whelming amount of require largest income was derived from front of the combo, and it's real
E. MA]
ments for graduation and teach the Pineapple Bowl game with fine to listen to. This is the ft
ing credentials. Combined, they the University of Oregon State, band we've heard that has
leave little chance for study in in which seven thousand dollars style similar to that of Gin
lines of individual interest and in were received at the ticket win Miller,
subjects which the individual dows.
The other Miller imitators a
feels to be of mounting impor
pretty sour, but Jenney has
tance. Rather than adding new
down pat, as well as a dlf
requirements I think the admin Pacific Graduate
style of his own. If you happ
istration of the College of the
to notice a radio bulletin with'
Pacific, along with those of other Announces
Jenney band on it, by all men F°rty-|\iine Dru
institutions of higher learning,
tune
in for your kicks.
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tomorrow night before
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The Pacific Co-operative House
will be open tomorrow morning PACIFIC WEEKL
from 7:30 to 10 o'clock for an
GREGG PHIFER,j*
other waffle breakfast similar to
Phone 9-9121 or
the one held last fall.
Marge Lee is in charge of the
BILL BECKER. Hgfl
event, with Bud Jessup taking
Phone 9-9121 or 2-251
(Continued from page 1)
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SLY
SLAPS
AT SOCIETY
Miss Wanda Ann Woods of
Uywood and Mr. Ralph Trem",eV of Westwood. The engageent, which culminated one of
!L outstanding campus romances
f last season, was announced at
° party in the Wilshire Bowl re
cently- Among Paclficites present
and Jack
vvere Emrys Lloyd

Prof. Walter Horton well
known in the literary field for his
books of a religious nature, will
be the speaker In the Tuesday
morning Chapel service next
week. Horton Is a graduate of
Oberlin College In Ohio and has
had extensive experience in the
Student Christian - movement in
China. He appears at the midway
point in the three-day Far East
ern Service Fund Drive to be
launched next Monday. "The Great Fellowship" was
the theme of last Tuesday's
chapel service, the speaker for
the occasion being the Rev. Hugh
K. Hamilton of the Lodi Meth
odist Church.
A violin solo by Philip Alosl
and an organ selection by Jeanette Field featured the musical
portion of the services.
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"we're sorry's" to Irene
•piccoulat, who is ill in Peralta
hoSpital with pneumonia.
and
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Phi Alpha fraternity pin
f,as been planted — the owner,
Doug Cossitt; the wearer, Bette
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Matches made: Phone 2-9502.
This is no PPB.

BIGGEST SURPRISE
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Flickinger.

of 1940—that's what they'll label
the announcement that Lillian
(Lll-Babe) White has been a Mrs.
for some time. Are SOME faces

h

f

Trembley will be rememhgred here for his winning of last
v-ar's Snooper's Award with his
gossip column, "Twinchell." . . .
Congratulations and good luck,
ki(js, and thank you, Trem, for
the scoop.
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A TOW CAR

was needed Sunday night when
gerbie Kitto's car got stuck in
the levee mud, but Vlvienne
thought it was fun.
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the PSA dance tonight at the
Cocoanut Grove. Credit plans for
a swell evening to Chairman Jane
Jordan and COME!
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Betty Barry was installed last
night as the new presi
dent of Alpha Theta Tau.
Other new officers installed
were as follows: Betty Flickin
ger, vice-president; Anne Hodgkins, social secretary; Lois Genochio, recording secretary;
garah Cameron, first directoress;
Marit Bransted, second direct
ress; Jackie Ritchie, third direct
ress; Nickey Ficovich, historian;
Pat Railsback, chaplain, and Roxine Hafele, sergeant-at-arms.
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Married last Saturday in Ha
waii were Miss Dorothy Dinubilo,
former student of the Stockton
Junior College, and Mr. Bob
Doscher of Linden, California.
The bride, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John J. Dinubilo of 457 Lex
ington Avenue, was graduated
from St. Agnes' School, Stockton
High School and Stockton Junior
College last spring. Her college
sorority was Tau Kappa Kappa.
The bridegroom, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Doscher of Linden,
has been employed in the Islands
for more than a year with the
Hawaii Electrical Company. He is
a graduate of Linden High School
and has two brothers, Mr. Jack
Doscher of Linden and Mr. Bill
Doscher of Sacramento.
Miss Dorothy Harris, aunt of
the bridegroom, was bridesmaid
at the wedding. Best man was
Mr. Karl Johnson of Fresno, who
KNOLES
had been sharing an apartment
In Honolulu with Mr. Doscher.
NOTES
Mrs. Doscher has been in the
Islands with her aunt since last
Since Dr. Tully C. Knoles re fall.
turned from the East he has had
The newly married couple will
a very busy week speaking for remain in Hawaii.
various occasions.
«
*
*
Last Saturday night he spoke
for the Y. M. C. A. of northern
California at the Hotel Leaming PAN-HELLENIC
ton in Oakland. The subject for
Dr. Knoles' speech was "Propa PLANS DATES
ganda."
Dr. Knoles' busiest day this FOR RUSHING
past week was last Monday, when
Rushing is the big problem be
he spoke on the radio for the fore the Pan-Hellenic council this
World Today, In the morning as last week. The Pan-Hellenic an
usual. At noon he spoke for the nual spring formal is also up for
High-Twelve Club. At a 6 o'clock attention, and in addition to these
dinner for the student teachers, two important events, the PanDr. Knoles spoke again. Later in Hellenic constitution is being re
the evening he was guest speaker vised.
for the Stockton Forum at the
Miss Pat Seavers of Epsilon
Stockton High School, where he Lambda Sigma is the new presi
spoke on "America and Japan." dent of the council. Miss Pat Car
The Stockton Kiwanis Club was son is the new secretary of the
honored last Tuesday noon by Dr. council as she Is the president
Knoles' speech on "Lincoln."
of Mu Zeta Rho. Other members
Dr. Knoles speaks today at are comprised of the presidents
noon for the Tulare Rotary Club. and vice-presidents of each soror
This evening he will also speak ity.
in Tulare at a dinner before the
•
*
*
Tulare Public Relations Club on
"The United States and the Far
East."
•

Lovely!

Engagement
Cups

$1.25

•
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Of the Big Ten universities,
Purdue University has a higher
percentage of university-owned
housing accomodations than any
other school.

Exquisite!
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THEATRE

Chas. Haas
& Sons

SECOND
SMASH
WEEK!

"Destry Rides
Again"

JEWELERS

JIMMIE STEWART
MARLENE DIETRICH

485 E. MAIN

Hawaiian Rites
Solemnized by
Pacific Miss

To Berkeley

Dr. and Mrs. Glenn R. Pease
and Dr. and Mrs. Fred L. Farley
will attend a dinner tonight given
in the International House in
Berkeley by the Albion people of
California.

3tx

CALIFORNIA
JTOCKTQH

Starts Saturday

"BROADWAY MELODY
OF 1940"
Fred Astaire
Eleanor Powell
—And—

"HIGH SCHOOL"
Jane Withers
Joe Brown, Jr.

Business and Professional Directory
TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.
Main A El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893

Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

For

better

business

positions

H U M P H R E Y S

CWKESS
KfttWSH
CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"

(Since 1896)

Ph. 3-0451

School of Business
Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber ..Stockton

8«14 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
339

East Main Street
. JEWELERS . . .

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AYE.

but *>

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

tory

FARMS 4"

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

th°»e *t!fore
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-A- °n .'ratorf
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Supply Milk
for the

Fighting Tigers

W,

OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

"On Paclfio Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

BLEWETT'S
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FOR DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS
and
ICE CREAM
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ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE
Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

'DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California

Office:
830 S. California

BETTY DIXON, Editor

TO BE MARRIED

A tea February 4th at the home
of her parents was Miss Geraldine Patton's way of telling her
friends of her engagement to Mr.
Robert C. Johnstone of Oakland.
Miss Patton attended Mills Col
lege for a year and graduated
from the College of Pacific. She
was quite prominent on the cam
pus, heading the Associated Wom
en Students, belonging to Alpha
Theta Tau, and is now president
of the alumni chapter. Her town
sorority is Omega Nu.
Her fiance is connected with
the Wells Fargo Bank of San
Francisco and attended the Uni
versity of California. The couple
will reside in Oakland after their
early autumn wedding.
Receiving with Miss Patton and
her mother were Mrs. James
Johnstone of Oakland, mother of
the benedict-elect, and his two
sisters, Misses Agnes and Mary
Johnstone. Serving in the dining
room amid the Valentine motif
were Mrs. Milburn Matheny of
Oakland, Mrs. George Stromgren
of Davis and Misses Betty Jean
Ashley and Geraldine Scott of
Stockton.
A second announcement of the
engaged pair was made later that
same day in Oakland at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Matheny.

Miss Florence Klaer, new house
mother of Mu Zeta Rho, will be
honored at a formal tea from 3
until 5 o'clock this Sunday after
noon.
Vivien Manary is chairman for
the affair. Her committees are
Mary Ranney, head of decora
tions, and Harriet Budin, head of
refreshments. Mildred Lagamarsino and Vivien Manary will play
piano selections during the course
of the afternoon.
Receiving will be Miss Klaer,
housemother; Pat Carson, house
president, and Beverly Miller,
vice-president.
Mothers and patronesses of all
the houses on the campus, mem
bers of the faculty and students,
and alumni are invited to meet
Miss Klaer.
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Dance

Members and guests who en
joyed the Omega Phi Alpha Val
entine dance last Saturday night
were Mr. and Mrs. Ed Koehler,
Robert Eley, Ruth Coward, Dollie
Campbell, Marnya Phelps, Forest
Darby, Marylee Lyons. Bill Sheperd, Ellen June Harrington.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Berry, Joe
Tudor, Betty Dahlgren, Art Irish,
Lois Bugbee, Clem Swaggerty,
Effie Calderwood, Bob Stark,
Rose Mary Strader, Les Dow,
Betty Morrison, Ben Hamm, Alice
Boyer, Bob Downs, Jan Hamp
ton, Herm Gaumnitz, Beverly
Gardner, Don Paxton, Howard
Lewis, Gayle Rawles, Janice Mor
rill, George Atkins, Dorothy Fitz
gerald, Dick Morrall, Barbara
Laddon, Trevor Griffiths, Fran•'ces Hull, Bill Toland, Barbara
Ferguson.
Bob Cook, Jean Ferguson, Bill
Schedler, LaVerne Lagorio, El
ton Cencirulo, Cynthia Berg, Bill
INFIRMARY
Dean, Celia Cross, Willie Boyarski,
Reva Abrams, Gill Hanson,
INFO
Doris Harwood, Les Knoles, Bea
McCarl, Doug Cossitt, Betty
All candidates for teaching cre Flickinger, Jerry Cicinato, Pat
dentials must report to the in Seavers, Doug Nelson, Margaret
firmary on Monday, February 19, Trabert, Rhys Smith, Betty Con
for tuberculosis tests, Miss Rich nors, John McGowan, Bette
ards announced this week.
Barth, Abel DeHaan, Adelaide
Weinstein, Walter Gilgert, Jean
Dossier, Ray Jones, Margaret
Spencer, Laure" Handley, Ilota
Flannigan, Lec
-.son and Dixie
Lee Shaw,

First Senior
Recital
Is Monday

MISS GERAI.DINE PATTON, recent graduate of the College
CLAYTON LONG
of the Pacific and now a teacher at the Woodrow Wilson elemen
Music Critic
tary school, recently announced her engagement to Mr. Robert
It's either because women have a way about them, or they
C. Johnstone of Oakland.
interpret the "O" in 1940 as meaning that they ought to have
Courtesy Stockton Record
nothing to lose and everything to gain, or they are merely rely
ing upon the tradition of jumping at every conclusion In their
Mary Jane Dashiell, pianist, of|
Leap Year, nevertheless, in the three artist recitals sponsored Sacramento, Barbara Stewart, I
Frosh Club
RUSHING
by the Conservatory this current*
soprano, of Livingston, and !
season meager audiences have
The sad lack of numbers In Pauline Crawford, pianist, of
Remodeled
DATES
heard a pair of female pianists the teaspoonful gathering that Stockton, will be presented as '
(the Holman sisters), the great heard Mme. Coci again indicates soloists in the First Senior ReMonday night new freshmen
The spring sorority rush
est woman harpsichordist in the that something should be done cital of the Conservatory Series
and old freshmen met at the first
ing season will open on Sat
world (Alice Ehlers), and last and done soon about the shame at the College of the Pacific ;
of a series of Frosh Club meet
urday, February 24, with
Monday night undoubtedly the fully little groups that turn out auditorium at 8:15 Monday eveopening teas scheduled for
ings. As a result of their discus-,
fieriest, most affective, most for the first-rate concert attrac ning.
that afternoon, and will
technically facile organ virtuosa tions the Conservatory has of
sion the Frosh Club will be re
The first group of numbers
last two weeks. Tau Kap
in America (If not In the world, fered this season. In January will be played by Miss Dashiell
modeled so that it is devoted en
pa Kappa and Epsilon
for all It can be judged)—Claire an audience that took up a mere and will include "The Girl with n
tirely toward bringing the mem
Lambda Sigma will receive
Coci.
three-quarters of the lower floor the Flaxen Hair" by Debussy
from 3 till 5, with Mu Zeta
bers of the freshman class closer
Concerning the personality an of the auditorium heard the fin and "Butterfly Etude" by Cho
Rho and Alpha Theta Tau
together.
gle (which was Mme. Coci's out est woman harpsichordist in the pin.
following from 4 till 6.
standing attribute aside from world! The solution to this
Accompanied by John Gil- i
Girls who wish to be
her musicianship), it is needless black-out would seem to harbor Christ Elliott, Miss Stewart will
rushed must sign up with
a businesslike, open-minded sing two groups of songs. Herij
to go further than watch and
Mrs. Jones in the personnel
listen to petite Claire—-twenty- approach to the people of the first group will include 'Vissi i
office by Thursday, Febru
six years of age, a complete con entire central-valley area. It D'Arte, Vissi D'Amore" from
ary 22. To be eligible, a
tradiction to her plain publicity surely can be done.
La Tosca" by Puccini, while
girl must have a one point,
posters; glossy brunette, New
By the way—the women! In Salter's "The Cry of Rachel," :|
Feb. 17-19
or C average, must have a
Orleans French-stock. All these keeping with the "grooving" ten Malaby's "The Grocer Boy," and
PSA card, and must have
essential
elements
assemble dency, on Feb. 19th the First Scott's "The Wind's in the
paid infirmary fee.
themselves in her high-keyed Senior Recital is composed of South" will be among the mod
poise and conduct at the con three such species: Pauline ern songs of her last group.
Indiana University has an eter sole, her spontaneous smile, and Crawford, Barbara Stewart, and
Miss Crawford will present
What, one group of numbers which
nal blaze in a Union building even the type of gown she wore. Mary Jane Dashiell.
Her program was arranged In again?
will include "The Island Spell"
fireplace to symbolize the Insti
four groups without any signs
H. Fonda - Claudette Colbert
by Ireland, "The Little White
tution's "fire of hospitality."
of an intermission. When, with
Donkey" by Ibert, and "Ballade
out taking a rest, she slid back Zetagathean Club in A Flat" by Chopin. Miss
onto the eonsole-bench at the
Crawford is president of the
outset of the third group, which besides at Tea
local chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon,
FOR
THAT
AFTER-SHOW
Virginia VVeidler
The Tully C. Knoles home will national music honor sorority.
constituted the Dupre "Prelude
OR BETWEEN MEALS| and Fugue in G minor," the be the setting for a tea to be
in the given in honor of the new pledges
Feb. 20-23
The Women's College of the
MILKSHAKE OR HOT sympathetically-minded
audience began to show signs of and rushees of the Zetagathean University of North Carolina has
wear-and-tear. But the vivacious Club.
CHOCOLATE
a football team.
The tea is to be given on the
little mademoiselle carried on,
and on top of all the involved afternoon of March 3 from 3 p. m
D. Fairbanks, Jr.
Bach, Franck, and Dupre which until 5 p. m.
KING
had comprised the program thus
This affair will be presided
— Jeweler —
far, gave the enthusiastic hand over by girls who are serving in
On California St.,
"DAY THE
'
ful one of the most brilliant their new offices for the first
2047 Pacific Ave.
rket
Between Main & Market
BOOKIES WEPT"
pieces in all organ literature— time since their installation at a
Joe Penner - Betty Grable
SPECIALIZE IN WATCH
•1 Widor's "Toccata from the Fifth dinner which was given for them WE
and JEWELRY REPAIRING
Symphony." After a brief rest on March 6 by the Mother's Club,
she returned, finished the program and threw in her own ar
rangement of Daquine's "Coucou" and the finale from the
Vierne "First Symphony" for
good measure.

DRUMS ALONG
THE MOHAWK
Bad Little Ansel

Rulers ot the Sea

SILVER LEAF

BLOSSOM OUT

Everything For The Garden!
SEEDS
BEDDING PLANTS
VIGORO PLANT FOOD
SPRAY MATERIALS

KNOX SEED COMPANY
509 E. Weber

Phone 2-0144

MEET THE GANG
—AT—

BOBB INN

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

FOR ALL FLOWERS

IN A SHIRT AND

TREVOR GRIFFITHS,
Campus Rep.

SKIRT FROM

OMEGA PHI

RAVIOLIS—
SPAGHETTI—•
FOREIGN
DELICACIES—

Gaia-Delucchi
Visit Our Beautiful
New Store
Free Parking Space

American and Channel

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

LAUflDSRERS-CLEAHERS

2026 Pacific Ave.

SERVING PACIFIC

SMITH &

Phone 2-9502

OOLDEN WEST Inc.
501 North Sierra Nevada Street

This Spring

ART FLORAL
SHOPPE

BLUE RIBBON

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

House Mother Valentine Motif
Presented at
Enjoyed at
Formal Tea

CLAIRE COCI RECITAL
CHARMS AUDIENCE - REVIEWER, TOO

Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

2017 PACIFIC AVE.

i1/

2302 Pacific Avenue

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

FRESH FLAVORS DAILY
i. *

SIBLEY E. BUSH

SOCIETY

Gerry Patton
Is Cupid's
Target

(IN BLACK'S)

Where Price & Quality
Meet

Phone 2-7481

LANG
SHIRTS

Vivid stripes, pastels, and
all white. Short sleeves.

1.95
Long sleeved shirts in polka
dots and white.

2.95

3.95

SKIRTS

Important flares in pastel
powder blue, beige and
grey.

3.95
Classic pleats and flares in
many different fabrics and
colors.

5.95

SWEATERS

Long and short-sleeved car
digans in flower p a s t e l
wools.

2.25 ^ 5.95

1
|
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LENAHAN STILL
TOPS SCORING

Farmers Trim Tigers, 49-40
gloria faa*

Higgins, Monagan Close to
Leads; Rogers Moves Up
Sophomore streak Les Lenahan continues to lead the Bengal
scoring brigade with 93 points; however, Ethan Higgins is within
one point of the leader. Guard Bob Monagan, long-shot artist,
continues to hold third position.
Kenny Rogers has moved behind Monagan and has swished 23
free throws through the net to maintain his dominance in that
Pat Dunlap has the dubious honor of committing
Comes the time when those department
sports which add nothing to the the most personal fouls. Following are the complete figures, with
vaulted coffers of Pacific hold the exception of Idst night's Aggie encounter.
sway. Although tennis, swim
ming, golf and track yield no
money—in fact, they consume the
surplus, they represent a largei
number of PSA members than
either the fall or winter sports.

LIMITED ACTIVITIES

Tiger Thinclads
Start Practice

F.T. P.F. T.P,
Name
pf93
Thirty-Four Trackmen Enjoy
i)
19
Lenahan
92
16
18
. F
89
23
17
G
Preliminary Workouts
Monagan ..
63
14
23
.
C
Rogers
49
7
5
. F
Early season workouts indicate that the Pacific track team,
Kelly
32 under the guidance of Coach Earl Jackson, will enjoy its most
7
14
. G
McWilliams
29
26
5
C
18 successful season on the oval.
7
S
2
Henning
Many returning lettermen will augment the crop of hopefuls
15
12
5
5
.
G
I)a 111 • •
10 who will demonstrate their ability in the coming intramural meet.
5
2
4
.
G
Adamina
8
3
3
2
. G
Norton
4 This event, scheduled for March
1
1
2
.
F
Brownell
7 and 8, is open only to those
E.—
—Free
Throws;
P.
F.
T
Kev E.G.—Field Go— ,
NELLY
candidates who have not received
Personal Fouls committed; T.P.—Total Points.
a letter for participation in the
sport.
CONFERENCE CHAMP
Lew Ford, high jump and
pole vault performer, is cochampion in the bar Western
Conference and winner at the
West Coast Relays. He is
The College of the Pacific basketeers battled the Nevada Wolves
probably the most promising
a
stand-off
series
last
weekend
on
the
Nevada
court
dropping
to
of the Bengal thinclads. Also,
the first game of the series, 39-37, and winning the overtime
Cordner Nelson, Phil Ritchie,
Dan Looney, and George Tosecond game, 46-44.
masini promise to win points
The first game was close up till the last minute of play with
in every meet.
the Tigers coming from behind•
Thirty-four men have turned
after
the
second
half
had
started.
with some driving play to nearly
out for preliminary conditioning
take the game. Kenny Kogers, SECOND GAME
workouts. This squad may be
In the second game, half time increased or decreased according
Pacific guard who copped high
found the Pacific Tigers with an to the caliber of the individual
scoring honors for the first game,
20-18 lead, but the Wolf-pack
dropped in a lay-up shot that soon overcame this lead and with performers. Following is a com
plete list of hopefuls, classified
the time keeper claimed failed to but seven minutes left to play
as
to event.
heat the gun ending the game, the Tigers found themselves
or the Tigers might have won trailing 33-23. It was at this stage 34 PERFORMERS
Sprints and broadjump: Harry
of the game that they produced
the first game.

Consequently, it can be said
that the student body supports
the football and basketball teams
financially in order that the
spring sports might enjoy an ex
istence. It is asinine to insist that
only financially successful ath
letic enterprises be allowed to
live on a college campus.
It is the lack of fulfillment of
the MONEY urge which prompts
some colleges to abandon alto
gether intercollegiate competi
tion, substituting instead an en
larged system of intramural ac
tivities. This latter course, al
though lacking in the friendly
competitive spirit among rival
schools, does satisfy the primary
athletic impulses. And such a
program also helps establish in
creased women's sports, a not un
desirable situation.
The University of Chicago
found that a losing football
team was not d r a w i n g
enough to buy peanuts; so
they decided to abandon that
s|H>rt and substitute intra
mural events. Evidently they
figured that of two non-pay
ing types of sports, the one
which represented the largest
student participation was the
more desirable.
HOOP KACE HOT
Both games of the coming
series with Fresno and Chico will
be played in the Pacific gym,
with capable Jaysee prelimi
naries. The fight for the BravoMcKeegan basketball award is
more hotly contested than a first
glance will attest. Last season JoBabe McWilliams just managed
to win the honors. The'player
committing the fewest number of
personal fouls and sinking the
biggest percentage of his own
foul shots is the recipient.

F.G.
42
37
36
20
22
O
12

the best offensive attack that
they have shown this season and
Halftime found the Tigers be in five minutes were even with
hind the Wolves 26-16 on the basis
of the loose Pacific defense, but Nevada.
Immediately after the over
with Higgins and Lenahan fasttime period had started Et
breaking the Nevada team off
chemendy popped in a basket
of their feet at the start of the
from the side, but Ethan
second half, they had the score
Higgins dropped in two foul
tied before five minutes had
shots soon after to put the
elapsed.
game even. Lenahan tanked
From here in the score see
one from the side to shove
sawed back and forth between
the Tigers in front, but Ne
the teams until the final gun.
vada retaliated with another
Etchemendy, speedy Nevada for
to even the count. It was here
ward, was the speedhead of the
with but thirty seconds to go
Wolf attack the first night, but
that Higgins came through
the score might have been a lot
with another lay-up shot to
different if the big Wolf center,
give the Tigers the game.
Radovich, had not been ejected
Higgins was outstanding for
from the game on fouls soon
the Tigers in the series, and tied
with teammate Bob Monagan
for scoring honors in the second
game with thirteen. Radovich
and Ethemendy carried the Ne
vada attack in both games.
Box Scores:

STUDENTS!
-OFFERS YOU
A VARIED SELECTION IN
ALL DEPARTMENTS
KENDALL'S

First Game:
Nevada (SO)
Pacific (37)
Etchemendy, £ SILenaUan, £
7
Hawley, t-s
OjRogers, c
12
Radovich, c
9|Henning, c
0
Olson, g
10 Dunlap, c
0
Thompson, g ..8|McWilliams, c 2
Powers, f-g .... 1 ] Higgins, £ ....7
I.eniich, g ....OlDahl, g .i
0
McNabney, £ ,.2|Monagan, g
9
Kelly, £
0
Half-time—Nevada 26, Pacific 16.

GIFTS —STATIONERY
SUPPLIES
r

I

Visit Our Gift Shop

Second Game:

KENDALL'S

Nevada (44)
13 Etchemendy ..15
2
6 Powers
1
2 McNabney
12
...6 Radovich
5
13 Holly
6
6 Olson
Taylor
3
Half-time—Pacific 20, Nevada 18.
Pacific (46)

Higgins
Lenahan
Dunlap
McWilliams
Monagan
Rogers

48 N. SUTTER ST.

Bravo & McKeegan's New

MACBRAE
SLACKS
Your destination is Bravo and McKeegan for all that's new in slacks

DuPraw; Walter Fellers; Gregg
Phifer; Frank Purcel; Phil
Ritchie; and Jack Tulloch. Middle
distances (440 and 880 and re
lay); Ernie Atkinson; Ray Jones;
George Fowler; Dan Looney; Vic
Meyers; George Miller; Douglas
Powell and George Tomasini.
Distances
(mile and two
miles): Jack Hanner; Cordner
Nelson and Robert Richards.
Hurdles: Jimmy Ramos; Walter
Kelly and Kenny Rogers. Shot
put: David Gay; Dean Gay; Bob
Ijams and Vernon Schmidt.
Discus: Fred Bonnifield and
Alvin Doyle. Javelin: Bob Ada
mina; and Aron Rempel.
JUMPS STRONG
High jump and pole vault:
Lewis Ford; Lester Lenahan;
Danny Ostrander; Don Paxton;
Herman Spindt; and Bob Stark.
In many cases there will be
a natural overlapping of the
events, not conforming to the
above division. Several of the
above are eligible for botii
varsity and jaysee competi
tion; consequently, S o m e
may decide to compete for
the Junior College and there
by save their varsity eligi
bility.

Trojan Trackmen
Again Supreme
Southern California's unbeat
able track squad, which lost 14
men from last year's champion
ship team, is conceded to again
be the cream of the Coast. In
addition to Co-cahtains Louis
Zamperini and Mickey Anderson,
there is a host of IC4A and NCAA
winners.
Track Coach Dean Cromwell, a
permanent fixture at the Trojan
school, has received the sobriquet
of "Dean of American track
coaches." He has been with the
southern school for 31 years and
would have been a cinch for
Olympic team coach if the latter
games had not been cancelled.

Amid the cheers and jeers of a
large crowd made up of Aggie
and Pacific supporters, Coach
Chris Kjeldsen's Stockton Junior
College Cubs stretched their fivegame winning streak to six, as
they dumped the Cal Aggie
Freshmen to the tune of 33-29.
FIRST HALF DISMAL

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

for playing, loafing, or lounging
indoors and out. New fabrics, new
colors, new styles—all designed
for your ease and comfort.

5.00 to 11.00

I M

BwM5 sMtKEISAN
-for men — for boys

113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

The trio of Rogers, Sullivan
and Camicia thrilled the crowd
with their shooting, as did Miller
with his fighting floor game.
High point honors for the game
went to Don Rogers, brother of
the Pacific varsity's Ken, with 13
points; the Aggies' Anderson was
second with a tally of 10; and
Camicia of Stockton tied with
Smith of Davis for third with 9
each.
o

"The best track squad in the
short history of the school" is the
promise of the coaches concern
ing the Junior College thinclads.
A temporary turnout of thirtytwo members will form the nu
cleus of the team.
QUARTER STRONG
Highly-regarded freshmen
will combine with a few sea
soned sophomores to present
a squad capable of taking all
dual meets. Strongest forti
fied of all events will be the
quarter and half-mile races,
with a better - than - average
mile relay group anticipated.
Wes Miller, off of his perform
ance in the fall meets, is the fa
vorite to capture the number one
mile assignments. Following is
an objec c"e list of all candidates
and their tentative events.
LARGE SQUAD
Sprints and broad jump: Louis
Alphonse, 1 Jack Garvey, George
Price and Ray Stacey. Middle dis
tances and relay: John Brown,
Charles Blackwell, Bob Conaway,
Wayne Everett, Clifford Floyd,
Gene Harter, Howard Staples,
Boyd Thompson, Harry Tovani,
Robert West, Francis Williams
and Lansing Yates.
Mile run: David Earley, Fran-

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

EARLY LEAD

Jaysees Extend
Win Streak
The Stockton Junior College
basketball team trounced Arm
strong Business College 41-29 in
the Oakland High School gym
last Friday to extend their cur
rent winning streak to five
straight games.
TAKE LEAD
Kjeldsen's Kids took the lead
at the first basket and never re
linquished it during the rest of
the game. Armstrong was not
able at any time to cut down
their handicap to less than five
points.
Throughout the tilt the rejuve
nated Cubs worked smoothly
and made good shots. The style
of play was marred only by a
brief respite near the end of the
first half when the Jaysees
slumped back into their former
bad habits.
ADDITIONS HELP
Chris Kjeldsen's recent ad
dition of Don Rogers, scrappy
forward from Stockton High,
has helped the team im
mensely. Against Armstrong
Rogers plunked sixteen digits
to grab honors for the eve
ning. Other standouts for
Stockton were Dusty Miller
and Donald Sullivan, both ex
celling in their floor work
and passing for set shots.
The contest was the first game
in a home-and-home series, the
tail end of which will come off on
March 1.
cis King, Wesley Miller and Paul
Robinson. Hurdles: Harry Aidrich, Robert Conn, Stanford Cooley, Howard Greenman and Chesley Stevenson. High jump and
pole vault: John Beanland, Tom
Davies and Robert Thodex,
Weights and javelin: Harris
Fine, Alan Philip, Roland Romo
and Stanford Shane.
The above classifications are
only tentative and may be revised
according to coming practices.
S3THI

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
TRY US — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

National Towel & Laundry Co.
TATrMnVDlTDC
nuxr CLEANERS
LAUNHERERS — DRY

926 N. Wilson Way

Phono 4-4695

For Refreshment and Fellowship

Bob Monagan, with to
points, led the Pacific charge.
Lenahan and Higgins were
held at 4 points each. Rogers
and Kelley looked good in
the final half, but the Ben
gals were hopelessly out
classed in the beginning.
TALL BOYS HOT

Outstanding in last night's
Aggie-Pacific encounter w a s
STEVE CHORAK, returning letterman from last year's cham
pionship five. Chorak has been
the chief scoring threat of the
Mustang Coach George StromMustangs during the entire sea
gren used only his starting line.
son.
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KRIS' KIDS
TRAVEL
TO DAVIS
Stockton Jaysee Cubs travel to
Davis tomorrow Light for a re
turn engagement with the Cal
Aggie frosh. Taking into consid
eration the rapid improvement of
the local squad this semester, to
morrow's game should prove to
be closely contested.
WIN STREAK
The Cubs have not lost one
in five straight this semester.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen has
found a very good working
combination in Don Rogers
at center and dusty Miller
and John Camicia at the for
wards. In the last few prac
tices thes'a boys have been
showing good form, especial
ly in the fast break.

Much improvement has also
been noted in the shooting. At the
first of the season the Cubs
dropped many games they could
have won if they had made their
foul and field goal shooting good
Don Sullivan, Bert Mason and
Don Rogers have all exhibited
some remarkably accurate long
shots. The score also shows that
the Jaysees are making a greater
percentage of their free throws,
Jack Toomay has so far been the
most consistent foul shooter.
THREE GAMES

The Cubs have three games
scheduled for next week. Next
Friday they meet a San Francisco
Junior College 145-pound team,
Saturday the locals will encoun
ter a Clear Lake High School five
and an Alhambra Alumni quintet
from Martinez. Both games are
double headers with the varsity.

PACIFIC (40)
CALIFORNIA AGGIES (49)

Den ahan, f. .
Chorak.f. ... .-.u
feast two of his <
Higgins, f. ..
Forbes, f. ..
( une are superior
Dunlap, c. ..
Leggitt, c. ..
Rogers, g. ..
SoeklaTid, g.
ye-'* -show
Monagan, g. ..10 Johnson, g. .
, a dollar that
Scoring subs: Pacific — McWlfl.
iams, 2; Kelly, 7: Dahl, 1. Cal As?, * forget "Someda
gies—Johns, 1. Officials—Kay and je Coming Back to
Silva. Half-time score, 11-24.
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BENGALS TO DAVIS

The Bengals, in quest of the
championship fleecp of the Cali
fornia Aggies, travel to Davis to
morrow for a return meeting.
Following, there will be a weeh'n
layoff in preparation for the
Fresno Bulldogs.
Both games with the Raisin
City boys will be played in the
Pacific gymnasium on Friday and
Saturday of next week. The Fres
no squad broke even with Ne
vada, each team winning one.
However, the Aggies dumped
Fresno twice, which puts the ou're Wondering
Aggies definitely in the lead for Where did we gei
the Far Western Conference sde" on "Step'n' Hi|
a Confucius say to tl
Crown.
this is positive
we'll quote the
Pted sage): "He wl
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lit can taste soup."
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'Real Bengalite
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THE CUB HOUSE
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up for the first thirty minutes
of play, which may account for
the opening up of the game in
the final minutes. Coach Ralph
Francis substituted freely aDl]
finally hit a winning combinaDra
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Steve Chorak and Guy Leg '
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rushed to an early
1 the
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c°reier Y«!
of play. The Aggie center Le
f°r 'rA we V"noeeri
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V^rold R ^
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retrieving most Pacific shots oft
the backboard, and was runt*
up for scoring honors with r
11
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Aggie attack throughout an! feJS
"""
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was high-point man with w tt,un
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The Cubs "took oyer" in
the second half when Johnny
Camica put a free throw
away. Two sensational long
shots by Bob Sullivan fol
lowed, and they were away.
ROGERS LEADS

CUBS BEGIN
CINDER
WORK

"Where the Food Is Always Good"

A late Tiger rally failed bv
points to catch the Cal Ago'
in last night's encounter, t'T
cf>nrp hplnor
' ^
final score
being AC)/ln
49-40,

A dismal first half ended 8-10
in favor of the Aggies, who were
outscored by the Cubs only in
fouls, 6 for the Cubs and 5
for the "Colts."

CORDNER NELSON, reliable
distance runner for Pacific, is
looking for more conquests and
laurels in the fast-approaching
track season. This will mark the
third and last season of collegiate
competition for the lanky senior
runner.

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

Chorak Leads Aggie
Attack; Monagan
Shines for C. 0. P.

Rogers, Sullivan,
Camicia Star

Bengal Hoopsters Split Pair
With Nevada Wolves in Reno

FAST ATTACK

'MUSTANGS
OUTCLASS
PACIFIC

Cubs Dump
Aggie Colts

BOB CONAYVAY, Editor
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